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reduction and hazard prevention [6][7]. In the near future the
robot will be used by non engineers or not robot specialist [8].
In the aspect of robot users people can be divided to 4 main
groups[9].

Abstract—As robots slowly integrate into home environments,
synthesis of navigation, maneuverability and human acceptance
is inevitable. This paper introduces a holonomic hovercraft
design and the associated omnidirectional controlling algorithm.
Hovercraft capabilities were investigated and discussed though
design recommendations in relation to a robot compatible
environment. The main aim of the design was to achieve better
maneuverability, enhanced capabilities of overcoming obstacles,
and the elimination of the drift phenomena that is a
characteristic of conventional underactuated hovercraft designs,
where rear rotor drive exerts thrust in one direction. Due to own
inertia and the low friction of the air cushion, the hovercraft slips
out in the original direction. Beyond solving this drift problem,
another key feature of our design is the capability to be
controlled in a global reference frame regardless of its
orientation and desired trajectory with the help of a holonomic
thruster drive. Orientation control is also implemented by
turning the base of the thrusters. The design was implemented on
a remote controlled hovercraft robot and proved to have a
superior maneuverability over conventional hovercraft designs,
thus our research greatly contributes to future human-robot
cooperation in the living environment.

-

robot specialist engineer

-

engineer, but not robot specialist

-

not engineer, but being interested in robotics

-

elderly people, reluctant to robotics

For robots in our daily life it is not enough to execute a preprogrammed action line. They must be able to adopt
themselves to changing environment, make their own decisions
and in addition, they have to socially fit into the human
environment. In the discussion design recommendations for
hovercraft robot environment compatibility are introduced.
This paper presents a unique hovercraft design and control
method designed for agile maneuverability in narrow places
between the target boxes. The robot is also controlled in the
global coordinate system of the human operator, unlike
conventional hovercraft, where the trajectory and maneuvers
depend on the robot orientation. Conventional hovercraft
robots are underactuated and also suffer from “drift”. They
have rear rotor drive that can exert thrust in one direction.
During cornering, due to the own inertia of the hovercraft and
the low friction of the air cushion, the hovercraft will slip out in
the original direction. There are control methods that improve
controllability of these hovercrafts for example with switching
Fuzzy controller [10]. Other methods aim to minimize sway
velocity error and heading error [11].

Keywords—hovercraft robot; omnidirectional drive; orientation
control; robot compatible environment

I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid development of service robots [1] is going to emerge in
everyday environments, where synthesis of navigation,
maneuverability and human acceptance is managed under
various conditions, in order to successfully execute given
tasks. Taking the robot's capabilities into account and
synchronizing them with the built environment, the robot
compatible environment is created [2], where mobile robots
can navigate and maneuver with high efficiency. Operational
reliability and safety are the basis for hovercraft robots as
well, to integrate them efficiently into the environment, that is
cluttered with obstacles. Where detecting information,
reaching for objects, maneuverability, user friendly
communication are basic necessities [3], harmonization of
built environment in alignment with digital, physical and
intelligent space becomes emphasized [4][5]. This research
investigates spatial characteristics of surrounding environment
in relation to hovercraft robots and gives recommendations to
create an environment that enhances navigation parallel to risk

The assigned task is easier to perform with a holonomic
hovercraft. An omnidirectional design should be able to
eliminate drift and can be controlled in a global reference
frame regardless of its orientation and desired trajectory. An
autonomous hovercraft robot presented by Roubieu and Serres
is based on a conventional hovercraft design and uses two
additional lateral thrusters for sideways movements [12].
Orientation change is achieved with the differential drive of the
two rear thrusters. This solution does not fulfill our
requirements. A robot presented by Detweiler, Griffin and
Roehr implements omnidirectional drive with three thrusters
positioned in 120 degrees generating thrust in arbitrary
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directions [13]. They use two additional thrusters for rotating
the robot. This solution separates the omnidirectional drive
from the orientation control, however requires extra thrusters.
If they are used for orientation regulation, then they should
usually oscillate around zero revolution. This is a costly
solution and less effective.Our design is also carried out with
three thrusters positioned in 120 degrees to preserve the
benefits of omnidirectional driving. On the other hand, the
orientation regulation is implemented by turning the bases of
the thrusters. This solution spares two thrusters, but requires a
servo motor and synchronous turning of the bases.
The paper is distributed as follows: Section II describes the
design and the parts of the robot; Section III contains a
discussion on the implemented orientation regulation; Section
IV introduces the omnidirectional control algorithm; Section V
discusses application in robot compatible environment; and
finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PARTS AND DESIGN
The base of the robot is an octagonal carbon fiber
composite rigid chassis. This is the base of the omnidirectional
drives. The air cushion of the hovercraft is produced by a
lifting propeller and a flexible plastic skirt that hangs down
from the chassis. The thrusters can be rotated simultaneously
by a hidden toothed belt under the chassis driven by an RC
servo motor. The thrusters are iPower 2208/14 type brushless
DC (BLDC) motors with propellers. The motor consoles and
propeller safety grids just like many other fitting on the robot
are unique, 3D printed parts. In the middle of the chassis there
is the lifting motor, which is the same type BLDC with double
propellers for higher air transportation. Above the lifting motor
there are the LiPo battery and the electronics on a carbon pipe
console, which leaves enough space for the air inlet of the
lifting motor. The electronics is based on a STM32F3
Discovery board that carries a STM32F303VCT6 ARM
Cortex-M4 MCU, LSM303DLHC 3 axis accelerometermagnetometer IC and a L3GD20 digital output gyroscope. A
3DoF robotic arm is placed above the electronics that can carry
and place the dices and is capable of removing dices of
opponent robots. The arm is actuated by high power RC servos
and closed during robot navigation to achieve a centralized
mass distribution, keeping the air cushion of the hovercraft
homogenous. The design is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Design plan and the manufactured robot in operation

Omnidirectional driving requires similar characteristic for
the three thrusters which are desirably linear. BLDC motors are
paired with electronic speed controllers (ESC) and propellers
and are characterized as one unit. The input value is the PWM
duty cycle of the ESCs, whereas the output value is the thrust
generated by the motor-propeller combinations. The motors
were attached to a console such way that they exert thrust
downwards. This installation was placed on a digital scale to
measure thrust generated by different duty cycles.
Fig. 2 shows the result of the measurements. It can be seen
that the characteristics are not strictly linear but linear enough
for our controller. However, one of the three motors shows a
slightly more flat characteristic that was easily compensated
with a constant multiplication.

Fig. 2. Thruster characteristics
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III. MAINTAINING ORIENTATION
Perpetual knowledge of vehicle orientation is essential in
the global frame controlling. The robot is equipped with
inertial measurement unit and compass sensor, thus a complete
Kalman based algorithm or a simpler gradient descent
orientation estimation algorithm could be used to calculate
proper three dimensional orientations [14]. This vehicle moves
in plane with three degrees of freedom tied. The only possible
rotation is the heading rotation around the vertical axis. Pitch
and roll angles naturally never change, therefore there is no use
of the accelerometer readings in the sensor fusion. The
compass sensor could have served a great role in measuring
absolute orientation. However, the magnetometer sensor
proved to be useless on this small robot due to the expansive
magnetic field of the BLDC motors. The simple final solution
uses only one data from the gyroscope. It integrates the angular
velocity around the vertical axis compensated with the offset
output of the gyroscope. This offset is measured every time the
hovercraft is settled. This simple solution proved to be
surprisingly reliable for several minutes of operation. Since the
hovercraft is remote controlled by a human, it is the role of the
operator to send ±5° compensation instructions to the robot
controller, to compensate long term disorientation.

Fig. 3. Robot coordinate system in relation to world coordinate system

The orientation is finally maintained with a simple PID
controller tuned with the Ziegler- Nichols method [15]. The
output of the controller is the torque that compensates the
constant torque of the lifting propeller and keeps the robot in
the desired orientation, which is basically the initial orientation.

The lines of action of the thrusts intersect in the robot’s
centerpoint with enclosed angles of 120 degrees. The
propellers exert thrust only in one direction. Fabs could be
basically decomposed onto the two adjacent lines of action.
However, there will always be a minimal thrust exerted on the
third line of action. This is due to the consideration that none of
the motors is shot down completely any of the motors during
operation. BLDC motors take some time to run up correctly.
With an input signal taking them to a minimal feasible speed, a
smoother control can be achieved. This minimum speed exerts
6% of the maximum thrust that works against the two effective
forces. The C code snippet that is used to decompose Fabs to the
basic forces taking the minimal reverse thrust into account is
shown below.

IV. OMNIDIRECTIONAL CONTROL ALGORITHM
The control algorithm is separated to calculation of basic
forces, their rotation and compensation to yield desired torque.
A. Calculating Basic Forces for Omnidirectional Drive
The x-y reference forces are given by the operator as
desired direction and acceleration in the global coordinate
system. In certain cases the robot orientation is changed by the
operator. Therefore, the reference forces are transformed into
the hovercraft coordinate system with the following equations:
𝐹𝑥 = 𝐹𝑥 𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ cos(−𝛾) − 𝐹𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ sin(−𝛾)

(1)

𝐹𝑦 = 𝐹𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ cos(−𝛾) + 𝐹𝑥 𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ sin(−𝛾)

(2)

if((beta>-0.5236)&&(beta<1.57)){
F2=0.06;
F3=(F2*cos(0.5236)+Fx)/cos(0.5236);
F1= F3*sin(0.5236)+Fy+sin(0.5236)*F2;
}
else
if((beta<-2.61799)||(beta>1.57)){
F3=0.06;
F2=-(-F3*cos(0.5236)+Fx)/cos(0.5236);
F1= F3*sin(0.5236)+Fy+sin(0.5236)*F2;
}
else
if((beta>-2.61799)||(beta<-0.5236)){
F1=0.06;
F3=(F1+tan(0.5236)*FxFy)/(2*sin(0.5236));
F2= (F3*cos(0.5236)-Fx)/cos(0.5236);
}

whereFxand Fy are the desired forces in the robot coordinate
system, Fxrefand Fyrefare in the global coordinate system and γ is
the robot orientation angle relative to the global y axis. Every
further calculation is also interpreted in the robot reference
frame.
The x-y forces then transformed to polar coordinates with
equation 3 and 4.
𝐹
𝛽 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔 𝑦
(3)
𝐹
𝑥

𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑠 =

𝐹𝑥 2 + 𝐹𝑦 2

(4)

Relation between robot coordinate system and world
coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3.

Result of the decomposition is shown in Fig. 4, in two
example pictures taken from a LabVIEW simulation.
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Fig. 4. Fxand Fyreference forces in the robot coordinate system are decomposed to the three lines of action of the driving motors

+ 𝐹𝑎3 ∙ tan ∝ ∙ 𝑟

B. Compensate Thrust with Required Torque
The orientation regulator calculates the required torque to
keep robot orientation steady. This torque is obtained by
turning the lines of action of thrust generating motors, so that
they do not cross the robot’s center of mass. Force components
(Fr1, Fr2, Fr3) appear perpendicular to the basic forces defined
by the omnidirectional drive (Fa1, Fa2, Fa3). Fig. 5 shows the
described forces, where M is the desired torque, α is the rotated
angle of the motors in the algorithm, Fm1, Fm2, Fm3 are the
forces finally applied by the motors and r is the distance of the
motors’ rotary bases from the center.

Rotation angle can be expressed from the above equation:
∝= 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔

𝑀
𝐹𝑎 1 +𝐹𝑎 2 +𝐹𝑎 3 ∙𝑟

(7)

Knowing the rotation, applied forces by the motors can be
calculated as follows:

𝐹𝑚1 =
𝐹𝑚2 =

𝐹𝑎 1
cos ∝
𝐹𝑎 2
cos ∝
𝐹𝑎 3

𝐹𝑚3 = cos

∝

(8)
(9)
(10)

Prior these calculations a conditional addition is applied. If
the sum of the basic forces does not reach a specified minimum
then balanced forces are added to them, so α rotations larger
than 40 degrees will not be required. This is necessary due to
mechanical limitations and to reach smoother orientation
control. The mentioned minimum force depends on the applied
required torque.
V. DISCUSSION
The proposed hovercraft is a suitable application in the
robot compatible environment. Hovercraft robots compared to
wheeled robots stand out in their capability to slide over the air
cushion. Steering in case of conventional hovercraft robots is
different from holonomic hovercraft or wheeled drive, and
direct drives used as mobile robot platforms. In case of
conventional hovercraft steering motor is coupled with a
thruster so as to thrust air along the axis of thruster supported
by rudder blades (perpendicular to the axis of thruster). As
rudder thrust air is deflected to left or right, steering the robot
laterally, drifting is a negative aspect. In case of a holonomic
hovercraft drift problem is overcome by using 3 thrusters
positioned in 120 degrees work together without the need of
rudder blades, thus sufficient maneuverability is achieved.

Fig. 5. Force vectors and required torque

The required torque is the sum of the applied torques by
tangential forces:
𝑀 = 𝐹𝑟1 ∙ 𝑟 + 𝐹𝑟2 ∙ 𝑟 + 𝐹𝑟3 ∙ 𝑟

(5)

These forces can be expressed with the rotation angle and
the known radial forces required for the omnidirectional drive:
𝑀 = 𝐹𝑎1 ∙ tan ∝ ∙ 𝑟 + 𝐹𝑎2 ∙ tan ∝ ∙ 𝑟

(6)
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Hovercraft can move over uneven surface and initial
traction is not needed compared to wheeled robots. Still
hazardous maneuvers can be problematic, thus in case of
movement over a ramp, low steepness is necessary for the
robot to avoid instability or losing track. Longer ramps need
proper edge protection, meanwhile should not be obtrusive for
human user. Ramp design requires extra space before and after
the ramp, it shall be designed to leave turning diameter and
motor torque to roll onto and off the ramp safely.Floor surface
with openings in case of wheeled robots leads to stuck wheels,
while in the case of hovercraft,air cushion leakage that leads to
movement stop. When a carpet has too high piles or a surface
is too bumpy it can also lead to stop or hazardous maneuvering.
It is important to examine the robot and its environment for
damage concerns regarding impact resistance, entrapment
avoidance and height differences.

Maneuvering requires turn in reverse direction in a narrow
space in case of direct drive, as shown in Fig. 6. While
omnidirectional movement in 3 DoF enables not only sensors
or actuators, but the whole body of the robot to have different
orientation from the actual moving direction.
Turning with a holonomic hovercraft robot is achieved by
simultaneous thrust vectoring and anti-torque control. There is
pressurized air cushion underneath the chassis, when loaded it
needs to be balanced centrally, not to let air escape from under
the skirt. Stopping of the robot is created with calibrated
thrusters, and decreasing lift propeller speed, thus holonomic
hovercraft can stop efficiently.
In an indoor environment problems of hovercraft robots are
noise and air disturbance. There is the noise of the motors but
noise level originating from thrusters is quite high, factors like
diameter of blades and blade tip form are taking part in noise
generation. With bigger diameter of blades greater force can be
achieved with slower propeller speed, thus less vibration and
noise. With the evolution of propellers, unique thruster blade
surface and edge design with enclosed tunnel like casing will
be possible, that creates less turbulence, quiet propelling and
greater ratio of directed air, which can lead to more precise
maneuvering. In the future, when robot and human share living
space in the home, sound levels are an important consideration,
quieter airflow will meet a better acceptance. Motors
encapsulated within robot case can lower noise level. Still, in
an environment, where indoor or outdoor area covers great
distances and noise is not a factor hovercraft robots are already
advantageous.

To achieve navigational tasks, knowledge of robot
dimensions is necessary: width, length, height, turning
diameter, situation of manipulator arms, weight, possible speed
and motor torque. Turning space and maneuvering space
should be adequate. TDH turning diameter of a holonomic robot
is the minimum turning diameter, it is the same as robot’s
overall diameter and turning midpoint resides at the center
point of the robot, where X is the maximum width and Yis the
maximum length of the robot:

𝑇𝐷𝐻 =

𝑋2 + 𝑌2

(11)

TDDIR turning diameter of a direct drive robot is the
minimum turning diameter, which is approximately twice the
size of the maximum diameter of the robot. Where X is the
width and Y is the length of the robot, D is the distance
between the inner fixed and front steered wheel and δ is the
maximum steering angle:

𝑇𝐷𝐷𝐼𝑅 = 2 ×

𝐷

𝑋 + tan 𝛿

2

+ 𝑌2

While most robots are restricted indoors, hovercraft robots
are able to explore outdoor environments with uneven surface
characteristics. In many institutions, like hospitals, communal
homes, multi-building parks, from lengthy corridors to in
between buildings areas, they can be used for transporter or
courier purposes (even with human guidance), that would be
difficult or significantly slower for a wheeled robot. Moreover
hovercraft needs fewer resources for the same distance, due to
its speed and weight, energy usage is lower, that translates in
lower CO2 emission.

(12)

To cross height gaps or prevent tripping, adequate gradual
ramps are needed for robots. Many ramps have been built due
to accessible built environment regulations. There is no need
for further construction works or disturbance of the built
facilities.
While wheeled robots that are prone to get stuck in between
chair legs, a holonomic robot can manage to continue its
movement by dynamically adjusting thruster angles when
approaching an obstacle. Holonomic hovercraft robot can
change its orientation during movement, thus more natural and
flexible driving is possible. In an environment where furniture
or obstacles are present (~2cm doorsills, chair legs, carpets,
cords or cable covers on the ground) robot still needs to be
capable of seamless maneuvers as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
Fig. 6. Turning diameter and maneuvering of holonomic and direct drives
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Fig. 7. Holonomic hovercraft robot crossing over cord

Fig. 8. Holonomic hovercraft robot crossing over a 2cm high doorsill

In regard to the skirt design of the hovercraft's skirt less
turbulent, smooth airflow is created with circular shape
restricting the outward expansion of skirt. Outer surface of skirt
needs enhanced durability and semi-rigid structure that reduces
friction and wear out during crossing over obstacles or
approaching/leaving ramps, while keeping elasticity that helps
movement continuity and prevents damage of object or injury
of human. Propellers or other rotating parts need safety guard,
while not limiting airflow.
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